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Page 2: About you   

Are you responding as an individual or on behalf of an organisation?  

Individual  

 

Which of the following best describes you?  

Member of the public  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option please enter your name in the box below as 
you wish it to be published.  

I would like my response to be anonymous (the response may be published, but no name)  

 

Please select the category which best describes your organisation  

No Response  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option, please enter in the box below the name of 
your organisation as you wish it to be published.  

No Response  

 

Please provide a way in which we can contact you if there are queries regarding your response. Email is 
preferred but you can also provide a postal address or phone number. We will not publish these details.  

 
 

 

Page 8: Offensive behaviour at football (the section 1 offence)   

Q1. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act? 
Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Fully supportive  

 

Q2. In your view, what would be the advantages and disadvantages of repeal to: (a) the police and justice 
system, (b) football clubs and (c) football supporters?  



Q2. In your view, what would be the advantages and disadvantages of repeal to: (a) the police and justice 
system, (b) football clubs and (c) football supporters?  

a) reduce perception of police bias and politicised policing/justice system based on one political party's 
misguided, inconsistent and offensive policy. Pre-existing laws dealt with racism/bigotry, drawing a clear line 
between subjective "offence" and clear abuse. The OBFA targets legitimate political expression that would be 
accepted anywhere outwith a football context (no matter how offensive some may, or may not, perceive it to 
be) making the OBFA itself an "offensive" act in that it seeks to deny that expression. It's "offensive" that 
police officers deliberately target the singing of certain songs/waving of certain flags but no officer would be 
arrested for holding that opinion, even if the singer of the song/flag waver found the officers offense 
"offensive" to them. 
 
b) repeal of the law removes potential conflict between clubs and their own fans, mistrust has built up over 
what co-operation clubs legally have to have with the police. No-one would dispute the club providing details 
to the police of someone abusing a black player or shouting homophobic remarks, however, providing details 
to the police of someone singing a song the can buy on a CD from HMV and listen to on the radio has seen a 
great erosion of trust, through no fault of the clubs. 
 
c) football clubs reflect their communities and the common identities that draw fans to a club, to have that 
expression of that identity restricted for fear of arrest for something that you would not be arrested for in non-
football context removes a significant restriction to the current match day "experience". It may also reduce 
conflict with police as police openly use the OBFA act as a way of goading and "winding up" fans knowing 
they can eject and/or arrest fans and cause great disruption to their personal lives even if there's no realistic 
prospect of a conviction if the case reaches court (as a number of court cases have shown).  

 

 

Q3. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you think 
needs to be done to reduce offensive behaviour at football matches (including, for example, by politicians, the 
police and the wider justice system, clubs, fans and other interested parties)?  

No one has the right not to be offended however everyone has the right to not be abused because of their 
skin colour, religion, nationality, sexual orientation, etc...Scottish society has failed to accept that 
overwhelmingly "offensive" behaviour at football has been anti-Irish and anti Catholic racism.  
Why is the question not "What do you think needs to be done to reduce racism/bigotry, etc...? 
By trying to equate expression of Irish identity (never mind expressions of Irish Nationalism and 
Republicanism) with anti-Irish/catholic racism through the most widest definition of "sectarianism" as possible 
the true nature of offensive behaviour at football has been hidden behind the convenient "both's as bad as 
each other" mindset.  
Politicians should be open about the nature of anti-Irish/Catholic abuse in Scotland and tackle it, don't hide 
the true extent of this as they have been proven to do on a number of occasions and don't fall into the "even it 
up" mindset that has failed to tackle the problem in the past. 
Police are incapable of policing this law and should openly call for it's repeal, officers have been proven to 
have lied in court over it and openly seek to abuse the law at matches. They should never have been put in 
the position of having to police something as subjective as this and supporting it's repeal along with a move 
back to pre-existing racism laws would make things far clearer for both them and fans. 
Fans do self-police, fans themselves know when something crosses the line between offensiveness and 
racism/bigotry, encourage supporters to work with club stewards when that line is crossed could help. 
Other interested parties such as Nil by Mouth and the entire Scottish media have not helped. To go to schools 
with presentations suggesting certain words/songs are "sectarian" when they are clearly not only perpetuates 
the "both's as bad as each other "mindset". Just because someone doesn't like something doesn't mean it's 
"sectarian" yet the Scottish media regularly use this term completely out of context. English football fans often 
display far more "offensive" behaviour yet "sectarian" is never used to describe it.  
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Q4. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 Act? 
Please explain the reasons for your response.  



Q4. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 Act? 
Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Fully supportive 

Comments: 

No law as subjective as this should ever have been implemented in the first place. It seeks to criminalise fans 
of our national sport and cynically used the media manipulation and general public misunderstanding of the 
term "sectarian" as a way of generating a public indifference to the impact on those arrested under this law. As 
far as I'm aware the word "sectarian" does not actually appear in the text of the law itself yet it's widely referred 
to as the "anti-sectarian" law by police, politicians and the media. Currently the most offensive thing in Scottish 
football is the continued existence of the OFBA itself. 

 

Q5. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you think 
is the most appropriate way of tackling threatening communications while upholding freedom of expression (for 
example, use of other legislation)?  

Like the application of the law at matches, again, the application of the law is selective. Pre-exisiting 
legislation covers expressions of racism/bigotry yet unbelievable levels of anti-Irish/Catholic abuse is allowed 
to appear daily on websites unchallenged. What is the need for a football context? If something was illegal 
before why were people not arrested under the existing laws. The most appropriate way of tackling this is 
target genuine racism/bigotry, not have police officers searching website looking for what someone might find 
"offensive" politically seeking to build a potentially winnable OFBA case.  
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Q6. Would you support measures to penalise football clubs for offensive behaviour by their fans? If so, should 
it be necessary to show that the club was at fault (for example, by failing to take reasonable steps to control 
fans' behaviour) - or should "strict liability" be applied?  

No 

Comments: 

The question itself falls into the same trap as the OBFA. Why should anyone be penalised for being offensive? 
If an individual breaks the law (the OBFA aside) they should be punished. If that law is based on perceived 
"offensiveness" everyone can claim to be offended about anything to try and get opposition clubs punished. It's 
completely unworkable. How many newspaper articles have you read about football fans singing about child 
abuse? Far more offensive than the majority of chants at a match but as far as I'm aware no-one has been 
arrested for it under OBFA, as one judge said to a Partick Thistle fan in court for singing "f*** your pope and 
f*** your queen", "you are not the type of person the act seeks to punish". Scottish football, police, judiciary and 
society in general is incapable of administering this. When UEFA fail to penalise the anti-Catholic song "The 
Billy Boys" and cite the lack of punishment by the domestic association (the SFA) as indicating a historical 
acceptance of the song in Scotland who could trust anyone to administer this? When the former SNP Justice 
minister and police match commander praises the "great atmosphere" as 20,000 fans sing "The Billy Boys" at 
Hampden how could anyone be trusted to administer this? Strict liability would see all clubs punished without 
tackling the root of the problem. 
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Q7. What transitional arrangements do you think would need to be included in a Bill to repeal the 2012 Act? 
(Possible options are set out in the consultation paper at page 24)  



Q7. What transitional arrangements do you think would need to be included in a Bill to repeal the 2012 Act? 
(Possible options are set out in the consultation paper at page 24)  

If the law is repealed the only consideration should be abandoning any on-going prosecutions under the 
OBFA and clear instructions for police not to apply the law until the repeal process is complete. Pre-existing 
racism/bigotry law would still allow those crimes to be punished if occurring in a football context (as they 
would anywhere else in society).  
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Q8. Taking account of both costs and potential savings, what financial impact would you expect the proposed 
Bill to have? Please provide any comments.  

Significant reduction in cost 

Comments: 

Disbanding FOCUS should occur alongside the repeal of the act. A dedicated police team to film and follow 
football fans just in case they may do something that someone may find offensive is a waste of police 
resources that the wider public appear to be completely unaware of. 
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Q9. What overall impact is the Bill likely to have on the following protected groups (under the Equality Act 
2010): race, disability, gender (including transgender), age, religion and belief, sexual orientation, marriage and 
civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity?  

Slightly positive  

 

Q10. In what ways could any negative impact of the Bill on any of these protected groups be minimised or 
avoided?  

What would be the negative impact? 
Existing legislation protects these groups. You wouldn't be arrested under the OBFA for standing outside the 
Irish Embassy and abusing the staff because of their nationality or abusing a Jewish Rabi in the street. 
There's exisiting laws to deal with the "'isms" to protect these groups, they should apply at the football just as 
anywhere else and it's this that shows the agenda of the OBFA, it's to remove political expression from 
anything with a football context.  
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Q11. Have you any other comments to make on the proposed Bill or on the matters raised in the consultation 
document?  

I support this bill as no-one should be subject to a law that seeks to criminalise acts in one context that would 
otherwise be legal in any other context. Football fans are not criminals, racists and bigots are and they should 
punished as such. To label such crimes as "offensive behaviour at football" trivialises these crimes in an 



Q11. Have you any other comments to make on the proposed Bill or on the matters raised in the consultation 
document?  

attempt to distort the true problem in Scottish football, anti-Irish/Catholic racism.  
 

 

Q12. Do you have any direct experience of the Act in practice that you would like to share?  

Numerous occasions asking officers why they were offended by some things but others and being threatened 
with arrest myself, receiving sarcastic replies on being ignored completely. A specific example was asking a 
police officer at Aberdeen why he was threatening to arrest a supporter for singing an Irish Ballad but had not 
spoken to a fan just yards away on the other side of the segregation fence who was simulating a sexual act in 
front of a child while singing a song about Celtic Boys club child abuse allegations. The officer said he did not 
find it offensive. A song sung by thousands of people all over the world is more offensive to a Scottish Police 
officer than taunting a child about child abuse allegations. 
 
Officers at Haymarket station specifically putting Union Jack patches onto their uniforms in anticipation of fans 
arriving on the platform then taunting the fans with them in an attempt to get a reaction. Officer from the same 
police force had earlier ejected a fan for wearing a t-shirt with the Palestinian flag on it. Scottish police officers 
used the law to potentially ruin one fans life for having a flag on his t-shirt then used another flag to try an 
provoke an incident on a busy train platform.  
 
Overhearing police officers on a number occasions talking, trying to identify what fans are signing, what flags 
mean/symbolise and discussing whether "we can do them for that". The officers clearly had no concept of 
what the songs and flags were but were actively seeking to eject/arrest fans as a result. Officers regularly wait 
until younger fans go to alone to snack bars/toilets then challenge them despite being unclear themselves 
what they are actually challenging.  
 
Generally, the intimidation, the constant filming and the aggression displayed by the police in their attempts to 
enforce the OBFA has led to many potentially dangerous situations at matches where only the intervention of 
other fans has led to the calming of situations.  
 
 

 

 


